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Which country gives birth to the highest number of babies per women?
“Are people good intuitive statisticians”

Daniel Kahneman, Amos Tversky
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Cyclical or structural
GDP/capita, yearly growth

Sweden 1.18
Finland 0.704
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So what now?
GDP/capita, yearly growth
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Faktabaserad Världsbild

Level 1: $2/dag
Level 2: $8/dag
Level 3: $32/dag
Level 4: $/dag
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Trends we tend to forget
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Share of worker skill sets (%)

- Core skills which will change in the next five years
- Core skills which will remain the same in the next five years

**Source**

**Note**
Values reported are the mean skill stability percentages estimated by organizations surveyed in each edition of the survey.
Perfect storm?
So what now?
DOZENS OF NATIONS REACH AGREEMENT TO PROTECT OZONE

24 Sign and Others Back Pact to Reduce Chemicals That Damage Earth’s Shield

By PHILIP SHABECOFF
Special to The New York Times

MONTREAL, Sept. 16 — Hailing a milestone in international cooperation to safeguard the environment, delegates from rich and poor nations approved an agreement today intended to protect the earth’s fragile ozone shield.

Senator Arlen S
“...You have written...”

Judge R
"The world cannot be understood without numbers, nor through numbers alone."

Hans Rosling